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Abstract. According to a recent research, illumination invariant features could be available to guarantee robust and reliable performance
of vision systems. The research incorporated the imaging sensor properties to the vision algorithm, which is a general case in robotics contexts.
However, these features are only applicable for the outdoor scenes. This
paper develops an algorithm that enhances the features reported in the
previous research. The features work for the indoor scenes with the proposed algorithm. Experiments are conducted to verify the performance
of the proposed algorithm. It is verified that the features enhanced by
the proposed algorithm become robust to illumination fluctuations.
Keywords: illumination invariant transform, color constancy, indoor
environments, robotics application
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Introduction

Illumination changes during a day and various light sources affect the performance of most vision systems, such as classification, object recognition, and
localization [1–3]. Even a small change in the direction of the light source could
hamper the vision system. For the robust and reliable operation of vision systems, illumination invariant imaging techniques are crucial. However, coping
with a wide range of illumination conditions requires much knowledge of the
environment, which results in increased computation.
Image processing algorithms based on image-point features have been proposed to deal with such illumination variations without entailing much computation. Scale invariant features (SIFT) [3], speeded up robust features (SURF) [5],
binary robust independent elementary features (BRIEF) [6] combine gradients
and histograms of grey scale patches around the point of interest to generate illumination invariant features. Ralph and Vladmir [7] proposed an image processing
algorithm for illumination invariant face recognition. The algorithm extracts the
illumination field from a single image and recovers the scene reflectance. Although these techniques overcome a certain level of illumination variations, they
show some limitations for complicated situations where the direction and the
spectrum of the light source vary significantly.
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Incorporating the imaging sensor information improves the performance of
vision algorithms. In general settings, the properties of the imaging sensor are
not available. In robotics settings, however, one can fully exploit the knowledge
of the sensor characteristics. By utilizing the spectral sensitivity function of a
photodetector, the work of determining the color of a surface independent of the
illuminant becomes simple, which is known as color constancy. Several methods
[8–10] assume narrow photodetector responses in achieving color constancy. One
of the methods [11, 12] approximates the spectral sensitivity function to a Dirac
delta function and the sun to a black-body. It is reported that the color constancy
algorithm with the Dirac delta function approximation represents robust and
improved performance for the outdoor scenes [13] . However, the method does
not reveal any enhancement for the indoor scenes. For the indoor scenes, various
light sources and shadows affect the camera response hence the assumptions
made become unreliable.
This paper proposes an algorithm that enhances the conventional algorithm
presented in [11]. As mentioned above, the conventional method does not effectively deal with the indoor scenes. The proposed algorithm adds supplementary
processes to the conventional algorithm to make it robust to the illumination
shifts even for the indoor scenes. The experiment results proves the enhanced
performance of the proposed algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the illumination invariant transform. In Section 3, the proposed algorithm is developed. Section
4 presents the experiment settings and the experimental results. Section 5 discusses the proposed algorithm. Finally, concluding remarks follow in Section 6.
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Illumination Invariant Transform

Numerous factors take a role in the formation of an image, as shown in Fig.
1. The following equation illustrates the relationship between the image, Rx,E ,
which is the response of a camera with a spectral response function of F (λ) and
the key factors when the intensity of the illuminator with the output spectrum
of E(λ) is I:
Z
(1)
Rx,E = ax · nx I S x (λ)E(λ)F (λ)dλ,
where the unit vector ax and nx represent the direction of the light source and the
direction of the surface normal of an object whose reflectance is S x at a point x on
the surface, respectively. It is reasonable to assume that the spectral sensitivity
of the camera is narrow enough to be modeled as a Dirac delta function [14],
where the camera is only sensitive to the light with a wavelength λi . Then,
equation (1) is simplified to
Rx,E = ax · nx IS x (λi )E(λi ).

(2)

By taking the logarithm of both sides of equation (2), different components
are separated as follows:
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the key factors affecting the formation of an image in a
scene where the sun light is the dominant light source. The light from the sun
with intensity I is reflected by an object whose surface reflectance is S(λ) in
the scene and received by a camera whose spectral sensitivity function is F (λ).
This paper models the spectral distribution of the sun light, E(λ), as that of a
black body with the correlated color temperature T . The unit vectors a and n
represent the geometric factor between the light source and the camera. From
the knowledge of the spectral sensitivity function of the imaging sensor, F (λ),
and the response of the sensor Rx,E , the aim is to extract the material property
S(λ) without knowing other factors.
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log{Rx,E } = log{GI} + log{E(λi )} + log{S x (λi )},
x

(3)

x

where G(= a · n ) denotes the geometric factor. Equation (3) consists of three
parts: the geometry and intensity part, the surface property part, and the light
source spectrum part. It is desirable to minimize the first and the third parts
of equation (3) to visualize only the material dependent property, S(λ). Firstly,
speculation on how to minimize the effect of the geometry and intensity part is
made. The part is removed by subracting the weighted sum of the two responses
of the photodetector from the other response of the photodetector. This process
creates a geometry and intensity independent feature P :
P = log(R2 ) − {αlog(R1 ) + (1 − α)log(R3 )}.

(4)

Next, the results from the studies which have shown that one could approximate the spectrum of the sun light to that of a black-body are utilized for the
minimization of the third part [15, 16]. Using Plancks qeuation, the spectrum
of a black-body with a parameter known as the color correlated temperature
(CCT), T , becomes
1
2hc2
,
(5)
λ5 ehc/kB T λ − 1
where h is the Plancks constant, kB is the Boltzman constant, and c is the speed
of light. By applying the Wien approximation [17], equation (5) reduces to
E(λ, T ) =

E(λ, T ) ≈ c1 λ−5 e−c2 /T λ ,

(6)

where c1 = 2hc2 and c2 = hc /kB . Substituting equation (6) into equation (4)
gives
P ' log(c1 λ2 −5 S2 ) − {αlog(c1 λ1 −5 S1 ) + (1 − α)log(c1 λ3 −5 S3 )}
c2
c2
c2
− {α
+ (1 − α)
}.
+
T λ2
T λ1
T λ3

(7)

The feature P becomes independent of the CCT as well if
c2
c2
c2
− {α
+ (1 − α)
= 0,
T λ2
T λ1
T λ3

(8)

which simplifies to
1
α
(1 − α)
=
+
,
(9)
λ2
λ1
λ3
which suggests α is uniquely determined with the simple knowledge of the peak
spectral responses of each photodetector.
Originally, it is postulated that one feature space would be insufficient to
distinguish a particular color [11]. However, we follow the approach of [13] which
has reported that the one feature-based color space is sufficient to differentiate
most materials in natural scenes.
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Algorithm for Indoor Scenes

As stated in [13], the algorithm described in Section 2 does not work for the
indoor scenes. The reason for this is that the major assumption made in developing the algorithm does not hold for the indoor cases. The sun light is no longer
the only light source and the photodetector response model cannot be simplified
using the black-body spectrum approximation. We propose a modification of the
model to cope with indoor environments. We firstly include other possible light
sources and then equation (2) becomes
Rx,E = GIS x (λi )E(λi ) + G0 I 0 S x (λi )E 0 (λi ),

(10)

where the second term of the right-hand side denotes the effect of other light
sources. This equation can be simplified in a product form by defining a disturbance constant k:
Rx,E = GIS x (λi )E(λi )k.

(11)

It can be viewed that each spectral component of the sun light corresponding
to the components of the spectral sensitivity function of the imaging sensor
is disturbed by the amount k. Applying the illumination invariant transform
developed in Section 2 to images obtained at different moments results in
T ime1 : Ft1 = log(R2 ) − {αlog(R1 ) + (1 − α)log(R3 )} + k1
T ime2 : Ft2 = log(R2 ) − {αlog(R1 ) + (1 − α)log(R3 )} + k2

(12)

Substituting the common component with P and using the matrix formulation for equation (12) generates
 
  
 F
Ft1
110  
k1 .
=
(13)
Ft2
101
k2
This under-determined system can be solved in various ways. We adopt the
most simple and straightforward method, the least mean square. Then, the solution is obtained as follows:
 

T 

T !−1  
F
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
Ft1
k1  =
.
(14)
101
101 101
Ft2
k2
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Experiment

To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, we conducted carefully
designed experiments. We recorded the response of a photodetector for the same
scene every three hours in a day. The data for the experiment were acquired at 10
am, 1 pm, 4 pm, and 7 pm, respectively. We used the camera of a smartphone and
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no image processing technique was included in the acquisition of the data. The
spectral sensitivity function of the camera was assumed to be the same as that
of iphone 5s [18]. The estimated α value is 0.4591 and the peak wavelengths are
450 nm, 540 nm, and 650 nm. Both outdoor and indoor scenes were considered
for comparison. For the outdoor scene, the sun light was the only light source
whereas fluorescent lights appeared in the indoor scene all the times.
Fig. 2 shows the original images of the indoor scene taken at different times
during a day. As time passes, the direction of the sun light changes and the illumination condition also varies accordingly. One can easily see that it is necessary
to deal with the illumination variation during a day before processing the data
for a computer-vision application.

(a) Indoor scene taken at 10 am.

(b) Indoor scene taken at 1 pm.

(c) Indoor scene taken at 4 pm.

(d) Indoor scene taken at 7 pm.

Fig. 2: Original images used for the experiment.

Fig. 3 displays the experimental results of the proposed algorithm. The illumination variations along the time series of the photodetector response are
dramatically reduced. Compared to the original data set, the processed images
are much more suitable for vision-based applications. In the following studies,
the enhancement of the vision systems with the proposed algorithm should be
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Fig. 3: The experiment results of the proposed algorithm.

verified. Such systems include the simultaneous localization and map building
(SLAM) systems.
Fig. 4 compares the proposed algorithm with the conventional algorithm.
The difference is not obvious to bare eyes. This leads to a quantitative study of
both algorithms. For the quantitative comparison, the sum of absolute difference
(SAD) metric was employed. The pixel by pixel differences among the time series
data were averaged for each data set. The proposed algorithm approximately
reduces SAD of the conventional algorithm about thirty percent.
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(a) The result of the proposed algorithm. (b) The result of the conventional algorithm.

Fig. 4: Comparison of the experimental results of the proposed algorithm and
the conventional algorithm.
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Discussion

Although the proposed algorithm improves the conventional algorithm, there are
still rooms for further enhancements. First of all, the light spectrum model should
be generalized to include any kinds of light sources. The current model only works
for the cases where the light from the sun exists. The proposed algorithm cannot
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handle the indoor environments where there is no sun light. One possible remedy
is modelling the dominant light source as a Gaussian function. Then, the other
minor light sources could be considered with the light disturbance parameter
defined in this paper.
Secondly, other methods can be utilized to solve the under-determined system. In this paper, the simple and straight forward least mean square was employed. However, it shows some limitations as this method does not consider
any possible constraints. After contemplating possible constraints for the finer
formulation of the model, the under-determined system could be solved by optimization techniques. This would result in solutions closer to the true value.
Another thing to point out is related to the experiment methology adopted in
this study. The experiment was conducted in a minimal way for the verification of
the performance of the proposed algorithm. The enhanced algorithm was tested
in the environments where only a few parameters that could affect the results
were varied. The data set collected for the experiment should have included
more situations for thorough analysis of the proposed algorithm. Diverse weather
conditions and different types of light sources should be considered in the further
study.
Next, the proposed algorithm can be utilized for a real time system such
as a robotics-system. In such a system, the operating agent should be able to
recognize if the scene the agent is looking at is what the agent has already
learned. To realize this, the algorithm needs some modifications in a way that
it can adaptively process the current scene and find out if the current scene
matches with a scene in its database. This modification would be made without
entailing complicated thoughts.
Finally, we consider conceivable applications. As an illunimation invariant
transform is required for almost all of the vision systems, numerous types of
vision systems can adopt the algorithm developed in this paper. One example is
localization system. Recently, localization techniques are drawing much attention
from robotics academy since it broadens the application area of robotics. The
algorithm enhances the performance of the localization systems for both outdoor
and indoor environments.

6

Conclusion

Illumination invariant feature plays a crucial role in the performance of most
vision systems. Many attempts were made to achieve a true illumination invariant feature. One of the studies had accomplished this goal by making two
assumptions: The sun light spectrum can be approximated to that of a blackbody and the spectral response function of a imaging sensor is narrow enough
to be modelled as a Dirac delta function. However, the existing algorithm was is
only applicable to the outdoor scenes. The algorithm proposed in this paper has
extended the conventional study. By including other light sources to the image
formation model, the conventional algorithm has become applicable to the indoor environments. Experiments have been conducted to verify the performance
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of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm has shown improved performance although it requires further enhancement. In addition, future research issues have
been discussed.
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